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< Anomalous heating rate phenomenon of TL is explained with simplified SLT model.
< 2000 random variations of parameters in the model are simulated.
< Variable heating rate method systematically underestimates activation energy E.
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a b s t r a c t

During thermoluminescence (TL) measurements carried out with different heating rates, one expects the
total number of emitted photons to be constant. However, for many luminescence materials one observes
a decreased intensity of luminescence at elevated temperatures, due to the presence of the well-known
phenomenon of thermal quenching. Recent experimental work on the dosimetric material YPO4 double
doped with lanthanides demonstrated the exact opposite behavior, in which the total luminescence
intensity increases with the heating rate during the TL experiments. This anomalous TL behavior was
recently explained by using the Mandowski model of semi-localized transitions (SLTs). In this paper it is
shown that this anomalous heating rate or “anti-quenching” phenomenon can also be described by using
a simplified SLT model of TL with approximated kinetic equations. The simulated glow curves show that
as the probability of the non-radiative processes increases, the anomalous heating rate effect becomes
dominant. The dependence of the anomalous heating rate effect on the values of the kinetic parameters
in the model is examined by allowing random variations of the parameters in the model, within wide
ranges of physically reasonable values covering several orders of magnitude. It is shown by simulation
that the variable heating rate method can systematically underestimate the value of the activation en-
ergy E, while by contrast the initial rise method of analysis almost always yields the correct E value. These
simulated results are discussed in relation to recent experimental work on the double doped dosimetric
material YPO4.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Three commonly used theoretical models of thermolumi-
nescence (TL) are the single trap model (STM), localized transition
(LT) models and semi-localized transition (SLT) kinetic model. The
STM model assumes a uniform spatial distribution of traps and
recombination centers, while LT models are based on the existence
of electronehole pairs trapped close to each other. The SLT models
assume a spatial correlation of traps (T) and recombination centers
(RC), and are thought to be applicable to physical situations where

the excitation is carried out by high-energy radiation, so that traps
and recombination centers are populated along tracks (see for
example Chen and Pagonis (2011), and references therein).

A number of works have dealt with the SLT model of TL (see:
Pagonis and Kulp, 2010; Mandowski, 2008, 2005; Kumar et al.,
2006, 2007; Pagonis, 2005; Horowitz et al., 2003). Mandowski
(2006, 2008) examined spatially correlated systems of traps and
recombination centers, and showed that these are responsible for
many anomalous TL phenomena, like the existence of smaller peaks
in the TL glow curves called the displacement peaks, the occurrence
of very high frequency factors associated with the mechanism of
cascade detrapping (CD), and the anomalous heating rate effect
(Mandowski and Bos, 2011).
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Recently the SLT model has attracted attention in connection
with the TL properties of YPO4 doped with trivalent lanthanide ions
(Mandowski and Bos, 2011). The effect of heating rate on TL glow
curves is commonly used to determine trap parameters of dosi-
metric materials. In the absence of thermal quenching effects, the
TL glow curve is shifted towards higher temperatures when higher
heating rates b are used, while the area under the normalized TL
signal (TL/b) vs temperature should remain constant and inde-
pendent of the heating rate. Recent experimental work by Bos et al.
(2010) demonstrated the exact opposite effect in the dosimetric
material YPO4:Ce3þ,Sm3þ, in which the area under the normalized
curve TL/b vs temperature increased with increasing heating rate.
Mandowski and Bos (2011) explained this anomalous heating rate
effect by using the SLT model developed by Mandowski (2005).
Good qualitative agreement was found between the simulated
results and experimental data. It is also noted that a similar
anomalous heating rate effect was reported by Kitis et al. (2006) for
Durango apatite.

The goals of the present paper are to:

(a) Demonstrate that it is possible to describe mathematically the
anomalous heating rate effect by using a simplified SLT model.

(b) Investigate the conditions under which the standard methods
of TL analysis (initial rise and various heating rate methods),
may fail to produce the correct kinetic parameters within this
model.

(c) Provide a physical explanation for the underestimation of the
activation energy by the variable heating rate method of TL
analysis.

The simulations in this paper show that the anomalous heating
rate or “anti-quenching” phenomenon can also be described
mathematically within this simplified SLT model, as a competition
effect between multiple luminescence pathways in luminescence
materials. This description is in agreement with the recent
explanation given by Mandowski and Bos (2011). Furthermore, it
is shown that the variable heating rate method of analysis can
systematically underestimate the activation energy E, while by
contrast the initial rise method of analysis yields in most cases the
correct value for E.

It is emphasized that this paper does not advocate the correct-
ness of one SLT model over others, but rather serves as an initial
comparative investigation and demonstration of the anomalous
heating rate effect within a simplified SLT model of TL.

1.1. A simplified SLT model of TL

Recently Chen et al. (2012) developed a two-stage TL model in
which stimulation of electrons into the conduction band takes
place via an intermediate localized excited state. Electrons are
thermally stimulated from the trap into an excited state and then
thermally released into the conduction band fromwhich they may
either be retrapped or recombined with holes in centers. The
model of Chen et al. (2012) is based only on recombinations of
electrons taking place through the conduction band. These
authors solved the differential equations for the process during
heating and isothermal decay, and used several analytical
methods to determine the effective activation energy E and
frequency factor s. Their simulations showed that in many cases
the effective activation energy estimated from several methods of
TL analysis is equal to E1 þ E2, where E1 and E2 are the activation
energies for the first and second stage of thermal stimulation.
However, unusual cases were also reported in the simulations, in
which the effective activation energy is closer to E1 rather than
E1 þ E2.

This paper is based on a simplified SLT model shown in Fig. 1.
This model has mathematical similarities with the model devel-
oped by Chen et al. (2012). In the simplified SLT model of Fig. 1, an
additional non-radiative transition LB is shown to take place
directly from the excited state into the recombination center.
However, it must be emphasized that from a physical point of view,
the model of Fig. 1 has physical characteristics appropriate for an
SLT model, rather than the physical characteristics of the two-stage
STM model by Chen et al. (2012). Although in what follows we will
use a notation and mathematical formalism similar to the STM
model by Chen et al. (2012), it must be kept in mind that Fig. 1
represents a mathematically simplified SLT model.

The kinetic parameters in the model are as follows. The trapping
state with concentration N (cm�3) and instantaneous occupancy n
(cm�3) is shown, as well as the excited state ne. The activation
energy for thermal excitation into the excited state is E1 (eV) and
the frequency factor is s1 (s�1). Once the electron is in the excited
state, it can either retrap with a probability of p (s�1) or be ther-
mally excited into the conduction band (CB). The activation energy
for this transition is E2 (eV) and the frequency factor is s2 (s�1). The
instantaneous concentration of electrons in the conduction band is
denoted by nc (cm�3). From the conduction band, the electrons can
be retrapped into the excited state with a retrapping probability
coefficient of An (cm3 s�1), or recombine with a hole in the center
with a probability coefficient of Am (cm3 s�1). This recombination
pathway is assumed to produce the TL photons with an instanta-
neous intensity I(t), via the radiative transition indicated by LC in
Fig. 1. The added non-radiative transition shown as LB in Fig. 1
represents the direct non-radiative recombination of an electron
in the excited state with a hole in the center, with a probability
coefficient B (s�1). It is assumed that at the end of the initial exci-
tation by irradiation, the number of trapped holesm0 is equal to the
total number of trapped electrons n0 þ ne0. In addition, since the
excitation is performed at a relatively low temperature, ne0 can be
considered to be relatively small so that n0 zm0. As discussed in
Chen et al. (2012), the detailed balance principle dictates that the
values of the frequency factor for the first transition s1 and the
retrapping probability p must be equal, i.e. s1 ¼ p.

The simultaneous differential equations governing the pro-
cesses during the heating stage, shown in Fig. 1 are:

dn
dt

¼ �s1nexp ð � E1=kTÞ þ pne; (1)

dne
dt

¼ AnðN � n� neÞnc þ s1nexp ð � E1=kTÞ
� s2neexp ð � E2=kTÞ � pne � Bne; ð2Þ

IðtÞ ¼ Lc ¼ Ammnc; (3)

LB ¼ Bne; (4)

m

E2, s2

E1, s1

N, ne

N, n

AnLC

Am
LB

nc

B

Fig. 1. A simplified SLT model which includes the non-radiative transition LB.
The various parameters and transitions in this model are explained in the text.
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dm
dt

¼ �Ammnc � Bne; (5)

dnc
dt

¼ dm
dt

� dn
dt

� dne
dt

: (6)

It is noted that the mathematical form of the equations in this
paper is rather unusual, when compared with commonly used
equations for an SLTor an STMmodel. For example, the LB transition
in Eq. (4) assumes that each trap has a nearby filled recombination
centre, while Eqs. (3) and (5) indicate transitions taking place via
the conduction band. The use of these hybrid equations is discussed
in some detail in the Discussion section of this paper, where it is
argued that the approximate Eqs. (3)e(5) would only be applicable
under certain physical conditions, namely that all pairs of donors
and acceptors are in close physical proximity, and the concentration
of recombination centers remains practically constant through the
TL process.

The first term in Eq. (2) is based on the assumption that no
retrapping into the excited state ne is possible if there is an electron
either in the ground state of the trap, or in its excited state. Chen
et al. (2012) obtained analytical expressions for the TL intensity
by assuming that excited states relax quite rapidly compared to the
time scales of TL experiments. In analytical form, this assumption
can be written as:

1
ne

dne
dt

<< s2exp ð � E2=kTÞ þ pþ B: (7)

By using this approximation in Eq. (2), one solves for ne:

ne ¼ AnðN � n� neÞnc þ s1nexp ð � E1=kTÞ
pþ Bþ s2exp ð � E1=kTÞ

; (8)

and by substituting into Eq. (1) and using the approximation n[ne,
one obtains:

dn
dt

¼ �nseff exp ½ � ðE1 þ E2Þ=kT� þ An;eff ðN � nÞnc; (9)

where

seff ¼ s1s2
pþ Bþ s2exp ð � E2=kTÞ

; (10)

and

An;eff ¼ p
pþ Bþ s2exp ð � E2=kTÞ

An: (11)

The last two equations are identical to Eqs. (10) and (11) in Chen
et al. (2012), with the additional probability coefficient B added in
the denominator. Eqs. (10) and (11) look exactly like the conven-
tional one-stage kinetics, except that the rate constants seff and An,eff
are now temperature dependent and the effective activation energy
is E1 þ E2. As discussed in Chen et al. (2012), there are two limiting
cases to consider, as follows.

1.1.1. Limiting case #1
In the first case, if

s2expð � E2=kTÞ< < pþ B; (12)

then seff ¼ s1s2/(pþ B)¼ s1s2/(s1 þ B) and An,eff ¼ Anp/(pþ B)¼ Ans1/
(s1 þ B). Using these approximations, Eq. (9) reduces to

dn
dt

¼ �n
s1s2
s1 þ B

exp ½ � ðE1 þ E2Þ=kT � þ An
s1

s1 þ B
ðN � nÞnc;

(13)

or

dn
dt

¼ s1
s1 þ B

½ � ns2exp ½ � ðE1 þ E2Þ=kT � þ AnðN � nÞnc�; (14)

This equation is identical to Eq. (9) in Chen et al. (2012), but with
the TL intensity being multiplied by a constant factor s1/(s1 þ B).
Therefore, their previous conclusions remain valid for the extended
model of Fig. 1, i.e. one would expect to obtain the effective kinetic
parameters E1 þ E2 and s2. This first limiting case obviously corre-
sponds to the usual assumptions made in a TL model, where seff and
An,eff are constants.

1.1.2. Limiting case #2
In the second limiting case considered by Chen et al. (2012),

s2exp ð � E2=kTÞ> > pþ B: (15)

In this case Eqs. (10) and (11) yield the temperature-dependent
parameters seff ¼ s1exp (E2/kT) and An,eff ¼ (p/s2)exp (E2/kT)An. The
governing Eq. (9) now becomes

dn
dt

¼ �s1nexp ð � E1=kTÞ þ ðpAn=s2Þexp ðE2=kTÞðN � nÞnc:
16

This equation is identical to Eq. (15) in Chen et al. (2012), and
their previous conclusions again remain valid. In this second rather
unusual case, the relatively small value of pþ B in Eq. (15) may yield
strange behavior. The exponential temperature dependence of seff
has the effect of reducing the effective energy from E1 þ E2 to E1,
while the effective frequency factor seff reduces here to s1. The
exponential temperature dependence of An,eff may also influence
the shape of the TL peak.

For values of p þ Bwhich are in-between the two limiting cases
shown in Eqs. (12) and (15), one would expect an intermediate
behavior in the model, namely effective activation energy values
between E1 þ E2 and E1, and effective frequency factors values from
s2 to s1 correspondingly.

2. Simulation results

2.1. Simulation of the anomalous heating rate effect using the
model of Fig. 1

Fig. 2a shows the result of simulating the TL glow peak for four
different values b ¼ 1,2,3,4 K/s of the heating rate, and as a function
of time. These glow curves are obtained by solving the system of
differential Eqs. (1)e(6) with the following values of the kinetic
parameters: p ¼ s1 ¼ 109 s�1, s2 ¼ 1012 s�1, An ¼ 10�8 cm3 s�1,
Am¼ 10�6 cm3 s�1,N¼ 1013 cm�3, E1¼0.8 eV, E2¼ 0.5 eV. The initial
conditions for the heating stage of the simulation are
ne(0) ¼ nc(0) ¼ 0, n(0) ¼ m(0) ¼ 1011 cm�3 and the probability of
localized recombination pathway is set at B ¼ 104 s�1. Fig. 2a shows
that as the heating rate is increased, the height of the TL glow curves
increases with time, while themaximum of the TL glow curve shifts
towards a higher time t. Fig. 2b shows the same glow curves nor-
malized by dividing them by their corresponding heating rates b.
Numerical integration of the normalized TL glow curves in Fig. 2b
shows that the integrated area of each curve is constant
and independent of the heating rate; in fact, it is found that
this integrated area is equal to the initial total concentration
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n(0) ¼ 1011 cm�3 of trapped electrons at the start of the heating
process. Furthermore, inspection of Fig. 2b shows that the FWHMof
the glow curves increases very slightly as a function of the heating
rate, from 61 K at the lowest heating rate of 1 K/s, up to 64 K for the
highest heating are of 4 K/s. This slight increase of the FWHM
combined with the slight decrease of the height of the TL glow
curves in Fig. 2b, to result in a constant area under the curves.
Overall, the simulated results of Fig. 2 are not surprising, and they
are expected on the basis of well-known theories of TL. In the
example of Fig. 2, the coefficient B is rather small, and the non-
radiative pathway LBhas no appreciable effect on the TL glowcurves.

The simulations in Fig. 2 are next repeated using the same
parameters, but with the parameter B increased to B¼ 107 s�1, with
the results for the normalized TL glow curves LC/b shown in Fig. 3a.
These simulated TL glow curves clearly demonstrate the anomalous
heating rate phenomenon observed in the dosimetric material
YPO4 double doped with lanthanides, and they are similar to the
glow curves simulated by Mandowski and Bos (2011) using a more
complex type of SLT model. Fig. 3b shows the corresponding nor-
malized non-radiative intensity LB/b, calculated using Eq. (4). Fig. 3c
shows the integrated areas LC/b, LB/b and their sum as a function of
heating rate.

Fig. 3c shows that as the heating rate increases, the area of the
LC/b glow curves increases, while the corresponding area of the LB/
b curves decreases. The total sum of these areas LC/bþ LB/b remains
constant and is equal to the initial total concentration
n(0) ¼ m(0) ¼ 1011 cm�3 of trapped electrons. The increase of the
FWHM at higher heating rates shown in Fig. 3a is in qualitative
agreement with the experimental results shown for example in
Mandowski and Bos (2011).

The results of Fig. 3 show that the physical basis of the simulated
anomalous heating rate effect is a competition between the radi-
ative and non-radiative pathways of the system. Competition for
available charges between the two pathways causes the LC/b area to
increase, while the corresponding LB/b areas must decrease by the
same amount because of charge conservation. These results also
indicate that the value of the recombination coefficient B in the
model is correlated to the anomalous heating rate effect. Onemight
expect on physical grounds that the anomalous heating rate effect
will become more dominant as B increases. This relationship be-
tween B and the anomalous heating rate is shown more clearly in
Fig. 4, in which the TL glow curves are simulated for four different
values of B ¼ 104, 105, 2 � 106, 107 s�1. Fig. 4a and b shows that for
low values of B the simulated glow curves show “normal” TL
behavior, with the area under the glow curves remaining constant
at different heating rates. Close inspection shows that there is little
change of the four glow curves for B < 105 s�1. However, Fig. 4c and
d shows that for values of B > 105 s�1 the glow curves show the
anomalous heating rate effect, with the normalized area under the
glow curves increasing with the heating rate. Comparison of Fig. 4c
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Fig. 3. (a) The simulations in Fig. 2 are repeated with a higher value of the parameter
B ¼ 107 s�1. The normalized curves LC/b shown here demonstrate the anomalous
heating rate phenomenon. The FWHM increases at higher heating rates, in agreement
with the experimental results discussed in the text. (b) The corresponding normalized
non-radiative quantity LB/b, calculated using Eq. (4). As the heating rate increases, the
area of the LC/b glow curves in (a) increases, while the corresponding area of the LB/
b curves decreases. The total sum of these areas LC/b þ LB/b remains constant (c) The
integrated areas LC/b, LB/b from (a) and (b), and their sum as a function of heating rate.
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Fig. 2. (a) Simulated TL glow peak for four different values b ¼ 1,2,3,4 K/s of the
heating rate, and as a function of time. As the heating rate is increased, the height of
the TL glow curves increases with time, while the maximum of the TL glow curve shifts
towards a higher time t. (b) The same glow curves as in (a), normalized by dividing by
with their corresponding heating rates b. The integrated area under all four curves is
constant, independent of the heating rate and equal the initial total concentration
n(0) ¼ 1011 cm�3 of trapped electrons at the start of the heating process. The FWHM of
the glow curves increases slightly with the heating rate.
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and d shows that the higher the value of B, the more pronounced is
the anomalous increase in the area under the glow curves. At the
same time the overall intensity of the TL glow curves decreases as
the value of B is increased, due to increased competition from the
non-radiative luminescence pathway.

Two important practical questions that the model could help
elucidate are:

(a) What effect do these competition effects (and the value of B)
have on the shape of the TL glow curves?

(b) Can the activation energy E be extracted reliably from the
shape of the simulated TL glow curves by using standard
methods of TL analysis?

In order to answer these important practical questions, two
standardmethods of analysis of TL glow curves are simulated in the
next section, namely the initial rise and the various heating rate
methods of TL analysis. For simplicity, these two methods will be
referred to as the IR and VHR methods in the rest of this paper.

2.2. The initial rise and various heating methods of TL analysis

When applying the VHR method of analysis to TL glow curves,
one plots ln (Tm2 /b) vs 1/kTm, where Tm is the temperature of max-
imum TL intensity and k is the Boltzmann constant. The slope of the
linear graph obtained in this manner is equal to the activation
energy E, while the y-intercept of this graph yields the frequency
factor s. Specifically the y-intercept is given by the expression ln
(E/skB), where kB is the Boltzmann constant. In the IR method of TL
analysis, one plots the natural logarithm ln (I) of the intensity I(T) in
the initial part of the TL glow curve, as a function of 1/kT. Here T is
the temperature corresponding to the intensity I(T). The slope of
the resulting linear graph is equal to �E.

Fig. 5a shows a comparison of the TL glow curves obtained with
two values of B ¼ 105 s�1 and B ¼ 2 � 106 s�1. It is clearly seen that
as the value of B is increased (dashed line), the shape of the TL glow
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Fig. 4. Simulated TL glow curves for four different values of B ¼ 104, 105, 2 � 106, 107 s�1. (a) and (b): For low values of B the simulated glow curves show “normal” TL behavior, with
the area under the glow curves remaining constant at different heating rates. There is little change in the four simulated glow curves for B < 105 s�1. (c) and (d): For high values of B
the glow curves show the anomalous heating rate effect, with the normalized area under the glow curves increasing with the heating rate. The higher the value of B, the more
pronounced is the anomalous increase in the area under the glow curves.
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(solid line) and B ¼ 2 � 106 s�1 (dashed line). As the value of B is increased the shape of
the TL glow curve remains the same at low temperatures but becomes distorted at the
higher temperatures of the glow peak. Application of the IR method to both glow
curves yields the same value of Eeff ¼ (1.30 � 0.01) eV. (b) Application of the VHR
method of analysis to the case of low value of B ¼ 105 s�1 (solid line) yields the
effective activation energy Eeff ¼ E1 þ E2 ¼ (1.30 � 0.01) eV. In the case of the higher
value of B ¼ 2 � 106 s�1 (dashed line) the VHR method yields a much smaller value of
Eeff ¼ E1 þ E2 ¼ (1.11 � 0.02) eV.
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curve remains the same at low temperatures located on the rising
part of the TL glow curve. As a result of the similarity of the two
glow curves at low temperatures, application of the IR method to
both glow curves yields the same value of Eeff ¼ (1.30 � 0.01) eV.
However, Fig. 5a shows that increasing the value of B results in
a distortion of the shape of the glow curve at higher temperatures,
in a reduction of the TL height, and in a shift of the glow curve
maximum towards lower temperatures. As a result of these dis-
tortions taking place in the shape of the glow curve, application of
the VHR method of analysis to the two TL glow curves in Fig. 5a
yields different values of Eeff. Specifically, Fig. 5b shows that in the
case of low value of B ¼ 105 s�1 (solid line) the VHR method yield
the same value of effective activation energy as the IR method,
namely Eeff ¼ E1 þ E2 ¼ (1.30 � 0.01) eV. However, for the higher
value of B ¼ 2 � 106 s�1 (dashed line) the VHR method yields
a much smaller value than the IR method, i.e. Eeff ¼ (1.11 �0.02) eV.

The variation of the effective parameters Eeff and seff with the
parameter B is shown in a systematic manner in Fig. 6. For low
values of B< 106 s�1, both the VHRmethod and the IR method yield
the limiting value of Eeff ¼ E1 þ E2 ¼ 1.3 eV. By contrast, for high
values of B > 106 s�1 the VHR method underestimates the activa-
tion energy, and Eeff tends towards the limiting value
Eeff ¼ E1 ¼ 0.8 eV. However, the IR method yields the same limiting
value of Eeff ¼ E1 þ E2 at all values of B. Fig. 6b shows the calculated
values of the effective frequency factor seff, which are obtained from
the y-intercept of the VHR method. As may have been expected, for
low values of B the frequency factor seff ws2 ¼ 1012 s�1, while for
high values of B one obtains seff ws1 ¼109 s�1, as discussed in Chen
et al. (2012).

The results in Fig. 6 indicate that the use of the IR method may
be more reliable than the VHR method for extracting the activation
energy E, especially in materials inwhich strong competition exists
between radiative and non-radiative pathways.

In the next subsection a systematic study is carried out of the
dependence of the effective activation energy Eeff on the various
kinetic parameters in the model.

2.3. Dependence of the activation energy Eeff on the kinetic
parameters used in the model

In this section the dependence of the anomalous heating rate
effect on the chosen values of the kinetic parameters is studied in
a systematic manner, by allowing random variations of the kinetic
parameters in the model within physically reasonable values. This
method of analysis was used recently by Pagonis and Kitis (2012)
to explain the prevalence of first order kinetics in TL dosimetric
materials. The main advantage of this method of randomvariations
is that the average behavior of a natural material can perhaps be
simulated more accurately, and for a very wide range of the kinetic
parameters.

In a real dosimetric material one can expect random variations
of the recombination and retrapping coefficients, as well as random
variations in the concentrations and filling of the traps. Such ran-
dom variations would lead to statistical variations between differ-
ent samples of the same material, and even in significant
differences between aliquots of the same sample. Pagonis and Kitis
(2012) simulated the random natural variations of the recombina-
tion and retrapping coefficients and of the initial concentrations of
traps in the interactive multitrap trap system of TL, by allowing
these parameters to vary between physically reasonable minimum
and maximum values. These authors noted that recombination and
retrapping coefficients, (Am, An) in Fig. 1, have been measured for
only a few dosimetric materials (Lax, 1960), and that their range is
believed to be as low as 10�10 cm3 s�1 and as high as 10�5 cm3 s�1

(Chen and Pagonis, 2011). Since these values represent a span of 5
orders of magnitude, one should allow random uniform variations
in their logarithms, rather than in the values themselves. Similarly,
the initial concentration of filled traps n(0) is allowed to vary from
a low value of 0.001 N (0.1% filled trap ratio), to a high value of
0.97 N (97% filled traps). The three parameters Am, An, and n(0) were
varied randomly within these broad physical limits, and the loga-
rithm of the total trap concentration N was also varied randomly
between N ¼ 1012 cm�3 and 1015 cm�3. The kinetic parameters that
characterize the two-stage TL process in Fig. 1 are kept fixed as in
the previous simulations in this paper, namely s1 ¼ 109 s�1,
s2 ¼ 1012 s�1, E1 ¼ 0.8 eV, E2 ¼ 0.5 eV.

Fig. 7 shows the results of simulatingM¼ 2000 randomvariants
of the model in Fig. 1, produced in the above manner, with a con-
stant value of coefficient B ¼ 108 s�1. Fig. 7a and b shows the dis-
tribution of the activation energies EIR and EVHR obtained with the
IR and VHR methods for a heating rate b ¼ 1 K/s, with mean values
of (1.23 � 0.03) eV (1s) and (0.80 � 0.04) eV (1s) correspondingly.
Similarly, Fig. 7c shows the corresponding distribution of the
FWHM of these TL glow curves, with a mean value of (36 � 1) K
(1s), while Fig. 7d shows the simulated distribution of the tem-
perature of maximum TL intensity Tmax, with a mean value of
(461 � 6) K (1s).

Overall, the results shown in Fig. 7 are rather remarkable. They
indicate strongly that the average position and average shape of the
TL glow peak are determined almost exclusively by the parameters
s1, s2, E1, E2. Random variations of the additional parameters Am, An,
N, n(0) within many orders of magnitude, have little effect on the
average shape and position of the glow peak.

These simulated results were verified by running the simulation
withM¼ 104 randomvariants of the model. This resulted in a small
change of the order of 1% or less in the average values of the pa-
rameters, and in little apparent change of the overall shape of the
histograms. The main result of using more natural variants in the
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Fig. 6. Variation of the effective kinetic parameters (a) Eeff and (b) seff with the
parameter B. For low values of B < 106 s�1, both the VHR method and the IR method
yield the limiting value of Eeff ¼ E1 þ E2 ¼ 1.3 eV. For high values of B > 106 s�1 the VHR
method underestimates the activation energy, with Eeff tending towards the limiting
value Eeff ¼ E1 ¼ 0.8 eV. However, the IR method yields the same limiting value of
Eeff ¼ E1 þ E2 at all values of B.
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simulation was mostly to “smooth out’’ the histograms, without
changing significantly the accuracy and precision of the simulated
results. It is concluded that the conclusions drawn from the simu-
lations shown in Fig. 7 are independent of the number of natural
variants M used in the simulations.

The simulations shown in Fig. 6 were repeated for M ¼ 1000
variants of the model and for different values of the recombination
coefficient B, with the average results shown in Fig. 8. As in the case
of Fig. 6, it was found that for low values of B < 105 s�1, both the
VHR method and the IR method yield the limiting value of
Eeff ¼ E1 þ E2. For high values of B > 105 s�1 the VHR method un-
derestimates the activation energy and Eeff tends towards the lim-
iting value Eeff ¼ E1 ¼ 0.8 eV. By contrast, the IR method yields the
limiting value of Eeff ¼ E1 þ E2 at all values of B. Once more,
the results in Fig. 8 indicate that the IR method may be more
reliable than the VHR method for extracting the effective activation
energy E.

Fig. 8 presents a clear demonstration that the value of B is the
critical parameter determining the average behavior of the system.
At low B values the modeled system tends towards the two-stage
delocalized behavior, while at high B values it tends towards the
localized behavior. It is noted that the error bars shown in Fig. 8
represent the standard deviations (1s) values of M ¼ 1000 vari-
ants; the actual error bars for the standard error of the average
values of E are much smaller and equal to s=

ffiffiffiffiffi

M
p

; these error bars
would be barely visible in the data of Fig. 8.

Our preliminary simulations of the VHR effect using the
Mandowski (2008) model, show similar results to the graph shown
in Fig. 8. Specifically in the presence of strong competing lumi-
nescence pathways within the Mandowski model, the VHRmethod
systematically underestimates the activation energy E, while the IR
method tends to produce the same E value in most situations. The
exact conditions under which these preliminary results hold within
the Mandowski model are beyond the purpose of this paper, and
a more detailed study needs to be carried out in a systematic
fashion.

2.4. Discussion: the anomalous heating rate effect in YPO4:Ce
3þ,Sm3þ

In a recent paper Mandowski and Bos (2011) explained the
anomalous heating rate dependence of thermoluminescence in
YPO4:Ce3þ,Sm3þ, by using the Mandowski SLT model. Their energy
scheme is based on the Dorenbos model (2003), on experimental
measurements of Poolton et al. (2010), and further simplifications
by Bos et al. (2010). Irradiation creates electron hole pairs, with the
holes captured at cerium sites and the electrons at Samarium sites.
Bos et al. (2010) suggested that recombination in this material takes
place in a complex manner via non-radiative tunneling, thermally
assisted tunneling and conduction band pathways. The modeling
work by these authors successfully explained the broad glow curves
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Fig. 7. The distribution of the activation energies (a) EIR and (b) EVHR obtained with the IR and VHR methods. M ¼ 2000 variants of the model are simulated, as discussed in the text.
(c) and (d) show the distribution of the FWHM and temperature of maximum TL intensity Tmax of M ¼ 2000 variants when the heating rate is b ¼ 1 K/s. These results show that the
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and an extra peak apparent at low heating rates, even though the
data is rather noisy. These extra small peaks are believed to be the
results of a two-stage process, and are an important experimental
feature of the TL glow curves in these materials. The physical ex-
planations offered for the anomalous heating rate effect within the
model of Mandowski and Bos (2011), is rather similar to the one
offered by the model in this paper. These authors point out that as
the heating rate is increased, the relative ratio of radiative and non-
radiative transitions increases, due to the two-stage process of
excitation of charge carriers from traps.

It is noted that the mathematical form of the equations in this
paper may appear puzzling when they are consideredwithin an SLT
or an STM model. Specifically, the LB transition as written in Eq. (4)
assumes that each trap has a nearby filled recombination centre.
This would appear to contradict the conduction band transitions
indicated in Eqs. (3) and (5). Although this would appear to be
a contradiction between the SLT and STM nature of the model, one
can view the model in this paper as a hybrid type of model which
would be applicable under certain physical conditions. In essence,
this model can be considered a mathematical approximation of the
much more complex SLT model formulated by Mandowski (2005).
One can envision a physical situation that corresponds to the ki-
netics shown in Fig. 1 as pairs of donors and acceptors located in
close physical proximity, resulting in localized transitions taking
place (as in LT models). However, within the statistical ensembles
of these donor/acceptor pairs there will be also a finite probability
for some of the electrons in the ensemble to participate in transi-
tions involving the conduction band (as in STM models). Overall,
one could envision the model of Fig. 1 as representing the proba-
bility of various possible transitions occurring within a statistical
ensemble, with the competing transition probabilities resulting in
the anomalous heating rate effect. From a dosimetry point of view,
one might expect the mathematical situation shown in Fig. 1 to
occur in a material in which the concentration of recombination
centers remains practically constant through the TL process, i.e. the
concentration of electrons is much smaller than the corresponding
concentration of holes. It is noted that recently Jain et al. (2012)
considered a similar physical assumption of constant concentra-
tion of holes, in their description of luminescence processes in
feldspars, based on localized transitions taking place via tunneling
processes.

3. Conclusions

In this paper we demonstrated the anomalous heating rate ef-
fect by using a simplified SLT model with mathematical similarities
to the two-stage model by Chen et al. (2012). The simplified SLT
formulation contains a transition from the excited state of the
electron trap directly into the luminescence center. This modified
SLT model is somewhat simpler than the Mandowski model, and
physically somewhat more intuitive. In addition, it is possible to
arrive at analytical expressions for the TL peaks, as was done by
Chen et al. (2012). Even though the physical principle behind the
two models is similar, there are fundamental differences between
the two types of model. Most importantly, the presence of the
smaller displacement peaks in the TL glow curves can only be
explained by the complex Mandowski model. The present model

serves as an initial comparative investigation and demonstration of
the anomalous heating rate effect within a mathematically sim-
plified SLT model of TL.

Both the model of Mandowski and Bos (2011) and the model
presented in this paper are a simplification of a more complex
physical situation. Specifically both models are based on the
assumption that the probability of non-radiative recombination B is
constant, an assumption that most likely needs to be modified for
real dosimetric materials. This recombination probability is most
likely a function of the distance between defects involved in the TL
process, and improved models of the anomalous heating rate effect
should contain such a variable parameter B.

Clearly additional experimental and simulation work needs to
be carried out for YPO4:Ce3þ,Sm3þ and similar materials, in order to
ascertain the underlying mechanism for the anomalous heating
rate effect. It is suggested that the available experimental TL glow
curves from these double dopedmaterials be re-examined, in order
to establish whether real differences exist between the E values
obtained using the IR and VHR methods.
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